Zenat Slimming Systems is a professional enterprise specialize in developing & manufacturing of slimming & beauty salon equipments in India.
Ever since inception, we have renovated technology, reinforced management, advanced quality to boost enterprise development. **Marc Slimming & Beauty Salon Equipments** is our brand name for beauty & hair salon related products. The brand name **MARC** today represents Quality & Innovation in beauty industry. Marc range of beauty salon equipments Galvanic, Ultrasonic, High Frequency, Ultrasonic Skin Scrubber, Warts Remover, Mole & Hair Removal, Wax Heater, Sterilizers, Trolleys, Carts, Hair Steamers, Vaccum Patter...are the trusted choice of beauticians in every part of India. We also export our beauty salon equipments and hair salon furniture to other countries.

In 2010, the company intends to launch various new models of **Hair Cutting Chairs**, **Salon Furniture**, **Shampoo Stations**, **Professional Slimming machine**, **Beauty Parlour Furniture Barber Chairs**, **Head Wash Units**, **Trolleys** and **Portable PediSpa**. Progress through Innovation is our motto.
Zenat Slimming Systems is a manufacturer & dealing in wide range of professional equipments for slimming centres. The range includes Muscle stimulator, Heat therapy, Vacuum therapy, body massagers, body composition analyzer slimming beds, equipments trolleys and attendant chairs.
Marc Slimming & Beauty Salon Equipments is our brand name for beauty & hair salon related products. The brand name MARC today represents Quality & Innovation in beauty industry.
Beauty Trolley:

This is a multi-purpose trolley used in the salons. It is completely foldable and made from fresh Polypropylene material with no metal component involved. It can be dismantled and again fixed within 2 minutes.
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**Professional Bed:**

- Professional-3 Fold Electric Bed
- Professional-3 Fold Bed
- Professional-2 Fold Electric Bed
- Professional-2 Fold Bed
Shampoo Stations:

- Shampoo Stations Chairs
- Modern Shampoo Stations Chairs
- Shampoo Stations Koni
- Shampoo Stations Lotus
Salon Chairs:
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Salon Chairs

Recyling Chair

Modern Salon Chairs

Decorative Salon Chairs
Wax Heaters:

- Automatic Wax Heaters
- Sterilizer Towel Sterilization & hot Cabinet
- Medium Size Wax Heaters
- Automatic Wax Heaters With Regulator
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**Working Stools:**

1. Working Stools 001
2. Modern Working Stools
3. Working Stools 003
4. Working Stools 004
Hair Care Products:

- Hood Steamer Digital
- Hood Steamer Non Digital
- Hood Dryer
- Heating Machine
Beauty Accessories:

- Body Massager Handy Model
- Body Massager Thrive
- Scissor Bag
- Scissor
Zenat Slimming Systems is a professional enterprise specialize in developing & manufacturing of Body Slimming Machine

- Therapy Machine
- Vacuum Therapy
- Sterilizer Towel Sterilization & Hot Cabinet
- Massage Apparatus
Zenat Slimming Systems is a professional enterprise specialize in developing & manufacturing of **Beauty Parlor Equipment**

- **Dermabrasion Crystal Peeling Machine**

- **Face & Breast Lifting**

- **Electrocosmetic Beauty Equipment**

- **Face Lifting**
Hair Equipments:

- Hair Lorn
- Hair Dryer 1
- Hair Dryer
- Hair Clipper
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Other Products:

- Portable Pedicure Spa
- Pedicure Sofa
- Pedicure Foot Spa With Massage Chair
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Other Products:

- Body Former
- Zemetron Machine
- Galvanic Machine
- High Frequency Machine
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Other Products:

- Ultrasonic Equipment
- Vaccum & Spray
- Make-Up Airbrush
- Manicure trolley
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Year of Establishment</strong></th>
<th>1967</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Nature of Business**   | Supplier  
  - Distributor  
  - Manufacturer  
  - Wholesaler  
  - Trader |
| **Total Number of Employees** | 26 to 50 People |
| **Turnover**             | US$ 0.25-1 Million (or Rs. 1-4 Crore Approx.) |
| **Primary Competitive Advantage** | Large Product Line  
  - Large Production Capacity |